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Klimt, Gustav Kokoschka, Oskar Schiele, Egon Art, Modern Art, Austrian Avant-garde. Categories. No categories specified (categorize this paper). Art in Vienna 1898–1918 book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The artistic stagnation of Vienna at the end of the 19th cen... Their work shocked a conservative public, but their successive exhibitions, their magazine Ver Sacrum, and their application to the applied arts and architecture soon brought them an enthusiastic following and wealthy patronage. Art in Vienna, 1898–1918: Klim The artistic stagnation of Vienna at the end of the 19th century was rudely shaken by the artists of the Vienna Secession. Their work shocked a conservative public, but their successive exhibitions, their magazine Ver Sacrum, and their application to the applied arts and architecture soon brought them an enthusiastic following and wealthy